DA PHOTO GUIDE

REFER TO AR640-30 FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE ON WHAT TO WEAR FOR YOUR OFFICIAL PHOTO

- No infantry cords
- No infantry discs
- Wear only one foreign award
- Wear only unit citations that are permanent and in your records as such
- Enlisted soldiers must wear unit crests
- No green leadership tabs
- No flash behind parachutist badge
- No French fourragères

This is a 3/4 length photo, shoes will not show in the photo however you must have something on your feet other than socks.
Center the Regimental crest 1/2 inch above the nameplate or 1/4 inch above unit awards and foreign badges, if worn.

Center the nameplate horizontally on the right side between 1 and 2 inches above the top button. Adjust the nameplate to conform to individual figure differences. Center unit award with the bottom edge 1/2 inch above the top of the nameplate.

Distinctive unit insignia is centered on the shoulder loops an equal distance from the outside shoulder and seam to the outside edge of the button, with the base of the insignia toward the outside shoulder seam.

Place the bottom of the branch insignia disk 5/8 inch above the notch centered on the left collar with the centerline of the insignia parallel to the inside edge of the lapel. Place the U.S. insignia disk on the right collar in the same position.

Wear badges centered 1/4 inch above the ribbons, one above the other with 1/2 inch between badges. In those instances where the coat lapel obscures ribbons, the badges may be aligned with the left edge of the ribbons.

Center ribbons on the left side with the bottom row parallel to the bottom edge of the nameplate. Third and subsequent rows may be aligned to the left to present a better appearance.

Marksmanship badges are worn with the upper portion 1/4 inch below the bottom ribbon row. If more than 1 marksmanship badge is worn, space them 1 inch apart. Special skill badges are placed to the right of marksmanship badges.

Center service stripes on the outside of the left sleeve 4 inches from the bottom. Place the service stripe at a 45-degree angle with the lower end toward the inside seam of the sleeve.

The Combat Service Identification Badge will be worn when available in place of the SSI-FWTS on the ASU. The CSIB will be worn on the right side parallel to the waistline on the ASU coat. The CSIB is ranked fifth in order of precedence below Presidential, Vice Presidential, Secretary of Defense and Joint Chiefs of Staff Identification Badges. The CSIB can also be worn on the shirt when wearing the class B of the ASU.

The Overseas service bar is worn centered on the outside bottom half of the right sleeve. The lower edge of the OSB is placed 4 inches above and parallel to the bottom of the sleeve. Each additional bar is spaced 1/16 inch above and parallel to the first bar.

NOTE: This is not an actual Official DA photograph; this illustration is for training purposes only. Additional information is contained in AR 670-1.
Center the Regimenal crest 1/2 inch above the nameplate or 1/4 inch above unit awards and foreign badges, if worn.

Center the nameplate horizontally on the right side between 1 and 2 inches above the top button. Adjust the nameplate to conform to individual figure differences. Center unit award with the bottom edge 1/2 inch above the top of the nameplate.

The Combat Service Identification Badge will be worn when available in place of the SSI-FWTS on the ASU. The CSIB will be worn on the right side parallel to the waistline on the ASU coat. The CSIB is ranked fifth in order of precedence below Presidential, Vice Presidential, Secretary of Defense and Joint Chiefs of Staff Identification Badges. The CSIB can also be worn on the shirt when wearing the class B of the ASU.

Center branch insignia 1 1/4 inch below the U.S. insignia, with the centerline of the insignia bisecting the U.S. insignia and parallel to the inside edge of the lapel.

Place the U.S. Insignia 5/8 inch centered above the notch on both collars with the centerline of the insignia bisecting the notch and parallel to the inside edge of the lapel.

Wear badges 1/4 inch above the ribbons, one above the other with 1/2 inch between badges. In those instances where the coat lapel obscures ribbons, the badges may be alligned with the left edge of the ribbons.

Center ribbons on the left side with the bottom row parallel to the bottom edge of the nameplate. Third and subsequent rows may be aligned to the left to present a better appearance.

Marksmanship badges are worn centered below the ribbons with the upper portion 1/4 inch below the bottom ribbon row. If more than 1 marksmanship badge is worn, space them 1 inch apart. Special skill badges are placed to the right of marksmanship badges.

NOTE: This is not an actual Official DA photograph, this illustration is for training purposes only.

Additional information is contained in AR 670-1.
Wear the Regimental distinctive insignia centered 1/8 inch above the top of the pocket, or 1/4 inch above any unit awards or foreign badges that are worn. When the coat label obscures the insignia, soldiers may wear the RDI aligned to the right edge of unit awards or the nameplate.

Wear foreign badges 1/8 inch above the right pocket flap, or 1/2 inch above any unit awards that are worn.

Wear unit awards centered with the bottom edge of the emblem 1/8 inch above the top of the pocket flap.

Center the nameplate on the flap of the right pocket between the top of the button and the top of the pocket.

The Combat Service Identification Badge will be worn centered on the wearers right breast pocket of the ASU coat. The CSIB is ranked fifth in order of precedence below Presidential, Vice Presidential, Secretary of Defense and Joint Chiefs of Staff Identification Badges. The CSIB can also be worn on the shirt when wearing the class B of the ASU.

The Overseas service bar is worn centered on the outside bottom half of the right sleeve. The lower edge of the OSB is placed 4 inches above and parallel to the bottom of the sleeve. Each additional bar is spaced 1/16 inch above and parallel to the first bar.

Distinctive unit insignia is centered on the shoulder loops an equal distance from the outside shoulder and seam to the outside edge of the button, with the base of the insignia toward the outside shoulder seam.

Place the bottom of the branch insignia disk 1 inch above the notch centered on the left collar with the centerline of the insignia parallel to the inside edge of the lapel. Place the U.S. insignia disk on the right collar in the same position.

Center marksmanship badges on the pocket flap 1/8 inch below the seam. If more than one badge is worn, space them 1 inch apart. When special skillbadges are worn place them to the right of marksmanship badges.

Center service stripes on the outside of the left sleeve 4 inches from the bottom. Place the service stripe at a 45-degree angle with the lower end toward the inside seam of the sleeve.

NOTE: This is not an actual Official DA photograph, this illustration is for training purposes only. Additional information is contained in AR 670-1.
Wear the Regimental distinctive insignia centered 1/8 inch above the top of the pocket, or 1/4 inch above any unit awards or foreign badges that are worn. When the coat label obscures the insignia, soldiers may wear the RDI aligned to the right edge of unit awards or the nameplate.

Wear foreign badges 1/8 inch above the right pocket flap, or 1/2 inch above any unit awards that are worn.

Wear unit awards centered with the bottom edge of the emblem 1/8 inch above the top of the pocket flap.

Center the nameplate on the flap of the right pocket between the top of the button and the top of the pocket.

The Combat Service Identification Badge will be worn centered on the wearers right breast pocket of the ASU coat. The CSIB is ranked fifth in order of precedence below Presidential, Vice Presidential, Secretary of Defense and Joint Chiefs of Staff Identification Badges. The CSIB can also be worn on the shirt when wearing the class B of the ASU.

The Overseas service bar is worn centered on the outside bottom half of the right sleeve. The lower edge of the OSB is a 1/4 inch above the right sleeve braid. Each additional bar is spaced 1/16 inch above and parallel to the first bar.

Place the U.S. Insignia 5/8 inch above the notch on both collars with the insignia bisecting the notch and parallel to the inside edge of the lapel.

Center branch insignia 1 & 1/4 inch below the U.S. insignia, with the centerline of the insignia bisecting the U.S. insignia and parallel to the inside edge of the lapel.

Wear badges 1/4 inch above the ribbons, one above the other with 1/2 inch between badges. In those instances where the coat lapel obscures ribbons, the badges may be aligned with the left edge of the ribbons.

Center marksman badges on the pocket flap 1/8 inch below the seam. If more than one badge is worn, space them 1 inch apart. When special skillbadges are worn place them to the right of marksman badges.

Men’s Officer Uniform

NOTE: This is not an actual Official DA photograph, this illustration is for training purposes only.
Additional information is contained in AR 670-1.